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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS

The manuscript describes a useful technique during liver tumor ablation, used to mark a target under US guidance, akin to fiducial placement for SBRT. In challenging locations such as near diaphragm, this technique can help. However, I do not believe you could draw many conclusions from a comparative study, as ablation probe placement skill is largely operator dependent, location and lesion size play a major role. Ability to paralyze the patient under general anesthesia during lesion's targeting and most importantly the use of CT-fluoroscopy are not addressed by the manuscript.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This is a well-conducted and well-reported retrospective study comparing FNP technique and conventional puncture technique in CT-guided MWA. In my opinion results are interesting and deserve publication. One general comment: the Introduction and the Discussion can be seen as too long. can the Authors reconsider their length, and maybe shorten these sections a bit? very minor: reference #1, is it correct to cite an Erratum?
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### SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS

To the authors: “Efficacy and safety of CT-guided microwave ablation with fine needle assisted puncture positioning technique for hepatocellular carcinoma” My comments are as follows.

1. Please show the rationale for setting the cut-off value of AFP to 400 ng/mL.
2. I think the CT image is upside down in Figure 3.
3. How about the analysis of overall survival between two groups?
4. You mentioned “the FNP technique used in CT-guided MWA in the current study may improve outcomes in terms of LTP, RFS and procedure-related complications for HCC, and FNP technique was independently associated with good LTP and RFS”. Can you say the same result in radiofrequency ablation for HCC? Please explain your opinion. I hope that my comments will be useful in improving the article.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The manuscript has been revised well.